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Keehi lagoon Boat Moorage
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The Environmental center has conducted a brief review of the above
referenced document with the assistance of Ray Tabata, Sea Grant: Jackie
Miller and Lee Lyttle, Environmental center.

It is unfortunate that the application did not more fully describe the
existing unsatisfactory conditions at the Keehi public moorage area, ie. the
overcrowding, anchoring and sanitary practices. The facility, evidently, has
been the source of lagoon water pollution and safety hazards for some time.

our reviewers, hCMever I note that certain e.'1Virornnental issues still
deserve consideration before a pennit for this inprovement is granted. These
include the following:

1. 'Ibe effects to the nearby Waterbird habitat of a long term facility
of this type at this location.

2. Changes in water pollution from boats resulting from this action:
this includes an understanding of the lagoon I s circulation and
flushing patterns.

1. Required increases in ancillary on-shore parking for any new moorage
leasees.

4. The adequucy of the mooring design scheme.
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Given these very pertinant issues, it is hoped that certain conditions be
placed on any Army Corps of Engineers pennit issued for this proposal. ~'Je

\vould suggest tha such conditions include, but not be limited to, the
following:

Condition 1. Given the severe damage untethered boats in a s o:rm could
have on adjacent shoreline developments, and the fact that winds greater than
60 mph are highly probable within the project's lifespan, the design of the
mooring be increased to secure vessels in 80 -100 mph winds.

COndition 2. Adequate onshore parking and dinghy docking be maintained
in the vicinity to provide access to boats moored at this site.

Condition 3. 'Ihe applicants should also ilnplement more stringent
regulations at this facility designed to improve and maintain water quality
am safety in the lagoon. These should include the regular pl.IIlping of
onboard sanitation systems and the use of envirornnentally safe maintenance
solvents and paints.

In general, the proposed action, tolith the proper conditions, should have
positive llllpact on the situation at this facility.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this project, arrl hope that
our suggestions will prove helpful in your revie\v.

Yours truly,

John T. Harrison, Ph. D.
Environmental Coordinator

cc: Ray Tabata
Jackie Miller
lee Lyttle




